Comparision of dynamic and static balance in adolescents handball and soccer players
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Abstract
This study aims to compare the static and dynamic balance in adolescents’ handball and soccer players. 32 male student national athletes: soccer (N= 17), handball (N= 15) between 15-18 years of age and at least 3 training years were included to the study. Assessment of static and dynamic balance was measured with Prokin 5.0 Technobody. There were no significant differences found between handball and soccer players on static and dynamic balance tests. We think that there are similar movements used often by both group, like faking and changing direction. On the other hand, there was found significant difference between right and left leg of soccer players perimeter scores for unipedal (Forward-Backward) dynamic balance slalom tests, when were compared within each group ( t (15)= -3,158, p < 0,01 ). Unipedal (F-B) dynamic balance slalom tests score of right leg was better than left leg for soccer players, but, there were no significant differences for handball players (p>0,05). All of the soccer players are dominantly using their right leg. In addition, this result might relate training methods and years, experience, muscle force asymmetry. On the other hand, handball players's dominant legs are also right, but their usually jumping legs are left.
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INTRODUCTION
Balance is generally defined as the ability to maintain the body’s center of gravity within its base of support and can be categorized as either static or dynamic balance. Static balance is the ability to sustain the body in static equilibrium or within its base of support. Dynamic balance is supported to be more challenging because it requires the ability to maintain equilibrium during a transition from a dynamic to a static state. Both static and dynamic balance require integration of visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive inputs to produce an efferent response to control the body within its base of support (25,33). There are findings that better balance ability of the players is the result of the ability of paying attention to the proprioceptive and visual clues (4).

Sport training can improve sensorimotor performance and postural control (1,44) and may cause different balance abilities and these differences could be objectively measured using Center of Pressure Measurements (C.o.P) (19). In short, there are findings that prove the effect of changings both on motor system and sensory system to balance performance. Due to this, there should be sensor-motor periods at different levels to realize the motor abilities on special to each sport branches. The postural changings differ depending on sport exercises. For example, during judo trainings information recieved from somatosensory system is needed more and during dance training information received from visual system is needed more (27). The dinamic balance is important in fencing. During the acting of motor abilities on high speed, it is needed balance control and also high level visual control (47,49). Although, at shooting the static balance is important and postural sway is needed to be controled. With an other example, mountain bikers need more somato-kinestetic information to reply with fast motor acts, and road bikers need more visual informations (23).

Dynamic balance, particularly on one leg, is therefore expected to be superior in taekwon-do practitioners than in the general population. Indeed, the ability to maintain single-leg standing balance is crucial in taekwon-do competitions (42). Lower limb
joint proprioception is known to play a key role in maintaining normal body posture (18) and can be strengthened by training in judo, golf or tai chi (43). The dynamic balance on one leg is also very important for doing the basic movements on soccer and handball (not as much as taekwon-do for sure). Improving the different technical movements and kicking ball on soccer is needed the standing on one leg posture. Although, it is important to stabilise the standing leg to kick the ball as much as in a right position. For this reason, the postural control of the soccer players are evaluated during standing on one leg due to the specific situations of soccer (41). Soccer players often perform lower extremity passing, shooting and dribbling skills while wearing cleated or noncleated shoes on variable turf conditions (26). It was reported significant correlations between medio-lateral ground reaction forces and maximum kicking velocity on the dominant kicking leg but not the non-dominant kicking leg in skilled soccer players (7). Because kicking movements place considerable demands on balance control (11,10). This knowledge is the same for handball. A handball player is a jumper, thrower, sprinter all in one and must execute these skills with precision and speed. Motor ability, sprinting, jumping, flexibility and throwing velocity represent physical activities are more important for team handball. Handball players often perform upper extremity passing, shooting and dribbling skills while wearing shoes on flat, stiff surfaces. Their skills require great joint accelerations from jump landings and cutting maneuvers (32).

Throwing and kicking movements (in team handball and soccer) are considered as important aspects of the game and contribute to the high performance of the team. Researchers have also argued that balance is vital to the performance of fundamental motor skills like throwing, kicking, jumping, striking, hopping and skipping (3,46,48). The literature does not enough knowledge for discriminating between two groups of athletes with postural balance. Athlete's balance ability and postural control could be effected by kind of sport, different training methods and experience for team sports. For this reason, the current study is planned that compare static and dynamic balance belongs to soccer and handball players.

MATERIAL & METHOD

Participants

Thirty two male student national athletes: Soccer (n=17), handball (n=15) between 15-18 years of age and at least 3 training years were included to the study. The study was performed during competitive season. Participants were excluded if they had a lower extremity injury, vestibular problems and visual problems in the 6 months before the study. Before testing began, the aim and procedures of the study were explained to the participants and informed consent was obtained. Subjects were restrained from fatiguing exercise before test days. Balance test in university laboratory were conducted. The study was approved by the local Ethical Committee of Marmara University (Mar-YC-30.10.2007-0242).

Procedures

The measurements of the weight and height were done with Desis weighting expert digital weighting scale and linear measurement scale. Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as weight / height squared (kg/cm²).

For measuring leg strength, Leg dynamometer (back-leg dynamometer Takai, Tokyo, Japan) was used. After a 5-minute warm-up exercise, the subjects stood on a platform with their feet apart at a comfortable distance of shoulder width for balance. Their hands grasped each end of a bar. The subject was asked to flex at their knees to approximately 135 degrees. The back was kept straight and the hips were positioned directly over the ankle joints. In this way, the activation of back muscles was eliminated. The chest was kept forward and the head was held in an erect position. The subject took in a large breath and slowly exhaled as they attempted to extend their knees smoothly and as forcefully as possible. Three attempts were made and a best score was recorded (37).

Static and dynamic balance measurements were measured by using Prokin 5.0 (Prokin System 5.0 Pk-Manop-05-en-01 Bergamo, Italy). After explaining the tests to the subjects, data were entered (height, weight, age) and the device was calibrated. The feet of the subjects were placed on the balance platform nakedly (in a fashion that the distance between feet was 10 centimeters and the projection of the maximum point of the medial arcs was on the x-axis). The subjects were asked to look at the screen in front of them with 10 cm distance
between their feet while their arms were at sides, and to keep them fixed at (0) point. After completion of each test, when the device was being recalibrated, the subject was asked to sit down and rest. At the time of the measurements, no verbal feedback was given to the subjects other than what was necessary (http://www.tecnobody.it).

**Static Balance Test:** Bipedal static balance were performed for 30 seconds with eyes open (EO) and eyes closed (EC). The data obtained were evaluated in terms of average center of pressure X (C.o.P. X), average center of pressure Y (C.o.P. Y), forward-backward standart deviation, medium-lateral standart deviation, average forward-backward velocity, average medium-lateral velocity, perimeter error, ellipse area, Romberg test perimeter ratio (RTPR) and Romberg test area ratio (RTAR).

**Dynamic Balance Tests:** 1) Slalom test was used as monoaxial dynamic-time test Medio-Lateral (M-L) to one axis a time and to assess the subject’s skill to complete the exercise. In this test, the subject tries to see some balls-objectives that come against. The subject’s scope is to hit objectives and follow ideal line within 60 sn duration (a) hold with two hand and (b) without hold. Subject load was selected 5 hard degree (according to soft (0) to hard (10) degree system) (Figure 1).

2) Forward-Backward Unipedal dynamic-stance tests, were done with the controlled load monoaxial test (F-B) for right and left foot. This test consists in a test where the subjects try to catch up two objectives with 10 repetitions on an axis controlling load (5 hard). Data obtained were evaluated in terms of right leg perimeter and left leg perimeter error (mm,%) (Figure 2).

**Statistical Analysis**

Balance test evaluations between two groups compare with Independent t test. Balance test evaluations within each group compare with Paired t test. SPSS Ver. 15.0 program was used for Statistical analysis.

**RESULTS**

**Static Balance Test:** There were no significant differences between two groups (handball and soccer) on static balance tests (Eyes open (EO) and closed eyes (EC); Average C.o.P. X, Average C.o.P. Y, Forward-Backward (F-B) Std. Dev., Medium-Lateral (M-L) Std. Dev., Average F-B Velocity, Average M-L Velocity, Perimeter error, Ellipse area). In addition, there were no significant differences between two groups on Romberg Test (EC/EO Perimeter Ratio and EC/EO Area Ratio) (p>0,05).

**Dynamic Balance Test:** There were no significant difference on dynamic balance slalom tests (both holding with hands and
without holding hands), and unipedal dynamic balance test between handball and soccer players (p>0.05). Within each group is compared that it were found significant differences in perimeter error of slalom between with holding hands and without holding hands { t(55)= 4.553, p<0.01 } (soccer), {t(58)= 5.584, p<0.01} (handball).

Within each group is compared that perimeter scores for unipedal (F-B) dynamic tests between right and left leg. For soccer players, significant differences were found between right and left leg { t (15)= -3.158, p < 0.01 }. Unipedal (F-B) dynamic balance test score of left leg was greater than right leg for soccer players (p<0.05), but, there is no significant differences for handball players (p>0.05) (Table 2).

There were found significant differences on left leg mass and right leg mass between handball and soccer players. For left leg { t(97)= -2.97, p<0.01 }, for right leg { t(34)= 3.34, p<0.01}. Both left and right leg mass of handball players were greater than soccer players (p<0.05) (Table 3).

### DISCUSSION

Balance is vital to the performance of fundamental motor skills like throwing, kicking, jumping, striking, hopping and skipping (3,46,48). The frequency of one-legged stance and two-legged stance differs considerably among sports.

One of the findings in our study that there were no significant differences on static and dynamic slalom balance tests between handball and soccer players (p>0.05). Descriptive data and all balance tests were compared each other and it were not found significant differences between handball and soccer players (p>0.05).

#### Table 1. Demographic and anthropometric data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sports</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (year)</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport-Age (year)</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>168.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>177.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass (kg)</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>65.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>69.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leg Strenght</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>180.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>179.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean body mass (kg)</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>60.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>58.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body fat (kg)</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left leg muscle mass (kg)</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right leg muscle mass (kg)</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 2. Comparisons unipedal(F-B) dynamic slalom tests between right and left leg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sports</th>
<th>Unipedal (Forward-Backward) dynamic balance test</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>Perimeter error of right leg (%)</td>
<td>95.05 (41.20)</td>
<td>-3.158</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.006*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perimeter error of left leg (%)</td>
<td>154.14 (8717)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>Perimeter error of right leg (%)</td>
<td>127.93 (67.55)</td>
<td>-1.102</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perimeter error of left leg (%)</td>
<td>148.72 (85.58)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p<0.01
In the literature it is stated that there was no significant difference in static balance among basketball, volleyball and handball tribal female players. But the other results of study that there were significant differences between basketball, volleyball, handball tribal female players in motor fitness (agility, co-ordination and dynamic balance) variables (36). In another research is pointed that gymnasts and soccer players did not differ in terms of static and dynamic balance. On the other hand, it is stated that basketball players displayed inferior static balance compared with gymnasts and inferior dynamic balance compared with soccer players. In addition, it is also stated that female basketball players demonstrated inferior static balance compared with gymnasts and inferior dynamic balance compared with soccer players. Specific sensorimotor challenges, rather than general sport activity, appear to be important in developing optimal balance (12). It is pointed that basketball and soccer players had the similar features about the balance ability (17). It is stated that dancers had been certain standing balance abilities that were better than those soccer players (19). It is indicated that there is no difference between the judoists and dancers on their static balance rates while their eyes are opened, but when their eyes are closed the judoists have better static balance rates. With this data, it is stated that with a high level ability exercise including the prorioceptive effects develop both the performance and balance control. This situation shows the positive effects of the trainings on the sense-motor adaptation ability (29). Matsuda et al. (2008) examining C.o.P sway characteristics of both legs during 60-sec static one-legged stance in athletes from different sports, showed that soccer players have a better one-legged stance than swimmers, basketball players and sedentary subjects (24).

Dynamic balance is necessary and effective in the fundamental technical movements of the both (handball and soccer) sports such as dribbling, throwing, kicking and faking. Handball and soccer players require maintain balance as they run at high speed, change direction and powerfully throw and kick the ball to pass or shoot (32). We also think that the probable reason of no significant difference on static and dynamic slalom balance rates and leg strenght scores, due to similar movements used often by both group, such as faking and changing direction.

Another finding is that it was found significant difference on unipedal (F-B) dynamic balance tests. When two groups were compared within each other, significant difference was found between right and left leg belongs to soccer players (t (15)= -3.158, p < 0.01 ). Unipedal (F-B) dynamic balance test score of left leg was greater than right leg for soccer player, but, there is no significant differences for handball players (p>0.05). It is mean that right leg’s dynamic balance of soccer players is better than for left leg’s (p<0.05). We expected better stability of the nonpreferred leg because soccer players have to stabilize their stance leg in different positions for kicking the ball. This expectation could not be established by the results of our study. The result of the current research is incompatible with the results of Barone et al. (2011). It is stated that the soccer group showed better standing balance on the left leg than the sedentary group (p<0.05). No other significant differences were observed within and among groups (sedantary, basketball players and windsurfers). The soccer players have a better standing balance on the nondominant leg because of soccer activity (8). On the other hand, it is stated that soccer player’s left leg balance was more highly correlated than right leg balance with right (dominant) leg kicking accuracy. However, the same pattern of relations was not seen between single-leg balance and left (non-dominant) leg kicking accuracy (14).

We think that the first probable reason of one leg dynamic balance score due to all of the soccer players are dominantly using their right leg, so they mostly controlled the ball with their right leg. For this reason, this result which was found in our

### Table 3. Comparisons leg mass between right and left leg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Sports</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left leg</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>8.42 (1.01)</td>
<td>-2.97</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.006*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>9.54 (1.10)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right leg</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Soccer</td>
<td>8.33 (0.99)</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.002*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Handball</td>
<td>9.57 (1.11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.01
study, can be explained as right leg’s dynamic balance is better than for supporting leg.

Second probable reason of one leg dynamic balance score due to training year and experience because of soccer players have only 4.64 training year. When training year is increased for soccer players, unipedal dynamic balance (forward-backward) differences might not be occur in future studies. Because a good soccer players, it is essential to kick the ball well with both legs. When it is analysed the effects of postural control of the sensory-motor period, according to the branches of sports, it is understood that the senior players have better balance ability (6). Paillard et al. (2006), studied on the strategies and the postural performance during standing on one leg soccer players who are national and regional soccer players. As a result, it is analysed in the lab conditions that the national soccer players have better postural performance and balance than regional soccer players. It is stated that experience effects postural performance during standing on one leg of soccer players. But even top-level players show bilateral differences when it is not possible to play the ball with their preferred leg (27). In another studies, the expertise on gymnastic has an effect on postural control during changing postural situation from two leg standing to one leg standing. It is stated that this effect is a result of the ability education and trainings (45,44). On the other hand, it is indicated that the investigations of balance function and muscle response in amateur soccer players did not reveal significant differences between the preferred and nonpreferred leg (22).

Third probable reason of one leg dynamic balance score due to asimetric drills, adequate and strenght trainings. This wrong trainings may have applied by trainers, so young soccer players may have asymmetry unipedal dynamic balance test rates. Balance is not only important for the execution of complex technical gestures, but it is also connected to the overall athlete’s strenght, as reported by (15). It is stated that there is a significant correspondence between given training programs and static and dynamic balance (38). Another research states that findings proved that the effect of 8-week combinational training (strenght and plyometric) on dynamic balance of teenage handball players. The highest effect in three groups (strenght, plyometric and combinational) were in three directions of posterior-internal, internal and posterior. In addition, it was indicated that as during achievement action in these directions we need Hamstring muscle activity (35). It is stated that using a combinational plan (plyometric, technical, balance and strenght) can improve anterio-posterior balance (28). Another research was indicated that all three trainings (strenght, plyometric and combinational) improve dynamic balance among athlete students (34). Former studies have demonstrated asymmetries in muscle strenght, muscle activation, and muscle thickness between the two legs (30,39). We compared mass of left and right leg between soccer and handball players. Significant differences were found favor of handball players (p<0.05). In addition, we measured leg strenght of two leg without separate each other by Takei dynamometer. There were no significant difference was found between handball and soccer players (p>0.05). But there is significant difference was found unipedal balance test rates within soccer players (p<0.05). If we had measured that lower-extremity muscles force for each leg such as hip adductor, knee or ankle extensor and flexor, this result may have explained clearly.

The last result of our study that there is no significant difference between left and right leg’s balance of handball players (p<0.05). Some researches are compatible with this result. Gribble et al. (2001) and Seiler et al.(2008) indicated that same result at their researches (21,40). In addition Seiler et al. (2008) stated that one leg balance was not significantly improved after the intervention training (40). Vuillerme and Nougier (2004), compared gymnasts, soccer and handball players within each other. They determined that there is no difference between two groups on their “one leg” balance test (45). A certain tendency to better balance in the nonpreferred leg was observed, some authors did not demonstrated differences between dominant and nondominant extremities in athletes (2,16,31). It is stated that none of the tests performed revealed statistically significant differences in balance ability between the preferred and the nonpreferred leg (22). Apart from this references we think that the probable reason of our study’s result due to handball players’s dominant legs are right like the soccer players, but their jumping legs are left. Because handball players who use right hands during play, usually jump their left leg. Therefore, asymmetries belongs to leg strenght of handball players might not have been occured.

A lot of factors which were indicated in our study, effect to static and dynamic balance such as motoric and anthropometric characteristics (35,9), proprioceptive balance and visual clues (13,20,4),
explosive power (5), training programs (35), asymmetries in muscle strength (30,39), experience and training year (45,6,27). If all these factors are searched, new and vary results which is different from our study’s findings, might be found in future studies about static and/or dynamic balance rates between handball and soccer players. In future studies, if these factors are searched, the significant differences of static and/or dynamic balance rates between handball and soccer players might be found.
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